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Grant Description - How will the project benefit students and 

enhance education?

Is this a new 

project or 

continuation?

How many students will be enriched through this 

grant?

Do other teachers at 

Tonkawa already have 

the item(s) requested? 

If yes, please explain Item Description

Total Amount 

Requested to 

Include Shipping

9/27/2021 16:57:37 9/27/2021 Alison Caughlin Elementary 4th/Reading

By purchasing a Plant Wave device, students will get to see and hear 

first hand how PlantWave turns a plants’ biorhythms into music. By 

attaching two sensors to a plant’s leaves, the  PlantWave will connect 

wirelessly to an iOS or Android device running our app and produce a 

sound through the speakers. It is musical evidence of an intricate 

relationship between movement, waves, frequencies, and sounds. New Project

Too many too count! Sound waves and plant life are 

two essential topics in science. It will provide a create 

and interactive activity for students to learn more 

about how the world is constantly interacting around 

us No. 

Plant Wave is device that turns plant 

biorhythms into music. PlantWave detects 

slight electrical variations in a plant via two 

electrodes placed on the leaves. These 

variations are graphed as a wave, which is 

translated into pitch messages that play 

musical instruments designed by their team. 

Other characteristics of the wave change the 

textural qualities of those sounds. The result is 

a continuous stream of pleasing music that 

gives you a sonic window into the secret life of 

plants. $312.00

9/28/2021 10:37:34 9/28/2021 Misty Bess Elementary Library

I am going to conduct a One School/One Book event at the 

elementary.  Each classroom will read the book, Wishtree.  Teachers 

will receive a list of what chapters to read each day so everyone is 

reading the same.  A daily trivia question will be asked to check 

student comprehension.  As a culminating activity, all students will 

write out a wish to place on our school wishtree.  Students will be 

excited to hear book and complete comprehension activities.  And, 

they will be able to discuss with their friends since everyone will be 

doing the same thing. New Project 450 No

Wishtree by Katherine Applegate - 21 copies 

(1 for each class) $210.42

9/28/2021 13:13:01 9/28/2021 Misty Bess Elementary Library

This grant would fund 57 new library books for our elementary 

students.  Since Covid, we are seeing a decline in our students' 

reading levels so reading is more important than ever before.  I have a 

minimal budget to purchase books each year, so this grant would be 

wonderful for our students to have access to new release literature. New Project 450 No 57 Accelerated Reader new release books $852.19

9/30/2021 12:51:57 9/30/2021 Misty Bess High School Library

This grant would fund 48 new books for our middle school/high school 

library.  Many of the books on the list will complete incomplete series 

sets.  I have gone through our collection, and we have alot of series 

that are missing books so the students do not want to read them.  In 

addition, this grant would fund new release young adult books for our 

students to enjoy. New Project 350 No 48 Young Adult library books $814.34

9/30/2021 14:12:27 9/30/2021 Kim Ochoa Elementary

4th 

English/Science/Social 

Studies

Students will be able to have books readily available to them when it is 

not convenient to go to the library.  There are days that the library is 

unavailable to us in the afternoon due to not having a volunteer and it 

is not always convenient for the entire class to go so that I can check 

out the books.  We have D.E.A.R. time and this would be a great 

addition to have in class and the students would be able to take an A/R 

and start on a new book quickly. New Project

I have 70 children this year but this would impact kids 

for years to come.

The library does have 

A/R books but it is not 

always convenient for us 

to go.  If there is not a 

worker I have to take the 

entire class, taking the 

entire class is not always 

convenient when several 

students want to read 

and do not need a book.  

We go once a week as a 

class.

Accelerated Reader Grade 4 (AR Levels 3.0-

4.5)

50 Books

Set of 50 books with appropriate grade level 

reading for most students to A/R test on. $285.13

10/12/2021 10:26:03 10/12/2021 Christopher Reeder High School 6th-12th Grade Band

The product will assist in all outside rehearsals. This includes any and 

all things Marching Band. New Project 30 No

UZI High Power Loud Megaphone with Real 

Siren, Bullhorn, Rechargeable Battery, 

Portable Loud Speaker with Adjustable 

Volume Control. $134.95

10/14/2021 15:37:59 10/14/2021 Kim Ochoa Elementary 4th Grade   English/Social Studies and Science

 Bouncy Bands allow fidgety elementary school students to sit at their 

chair and move the band, relieving anxiety, hyperactivity and boredom. 

It’s great for all children, especially those with ADD, ADHD, autism, 

sensory needs and children who just love to wiggle and can’t sit still.

Stay on task longer. When using a Bouncy Band to quietly move while 

working, kids stay on task 9.9% longer.

New Project 10 per class

yes however, these 

fidgets go on individual 

chairs in a classroom. Bouncy bands for elementary school chairs. $142.88

10/19/2021 9:17:56 10/19/2021 Cinthia Rodriguez Elementary Kindergarten/1st grade

This teacher easel will greatly benefit my students because I am 

teaching a split class this year. Many times the material that each 

grade level is working on is different. I have each grade level at 

different times by themselves where we work on skills that are grade 

specific. Having an easel would make transitions run very smoothly as 

well as make my planning and prep easier. I would only have to turn 

the easel around for each grade level, and any material that I would 

need could be stored in the tubs that the easel has for storage. New Project 21

Yes, other teachers have 

easels in their 

classrooms, but it is not 

something that can be 

easily shared. Many 

teachers use their easels 

daily. Two sided teaching easel with storage bins $516.35



10/19/2021 9:29:20 10/19/2021 Cinthia Rodriguez Elementary Kindergarten/1st grade

This project would help promote problem solving skills in my current 

students as well as students to come. There are three different STEM 

activities in this bundle, and all three students are recreating things that 

they see everyday. I have a STEM center in my classroom, and this 

bundle would be a great addition! New Project 21 No

Bundle of 3 STEM activities for grades pk-1st. 

Students make original structures that use the 

different materials. This bundle encourages 

open-ended building with minimal teacher 

involvement, each center includes 8 photo 

cards showing actual bridges, vehicles and 

buildings, plus tons of hands-on manipulatives 

that invite children to build, explore and 

engineer. $155.99

10/19/2021 12:42:50 10/19/2021 Dale Goodwin High School Agricultural Education

Application is for the "Dry Fire" Target Simulator.  This is a virtual tool 

for skeet and trap shooting. Students will learn about angles, angular 

speed, mass of clay, flat -on and edge -on areas, energy required for 

clay break, drag, positive and negative lift, friction, wind speed and 

direction.  Tonkawa FFA has a shotgun sport shooting program, 

approved by our administration and  board of education, that teaches 

students shotgun  handling safety, hunter safety and sport shooting.  

We have been practicing trap and skeet shooting 1 to 2 evenings per 

week at a cost of $28. to $42. per student per session depending on 

number of rounds fired. (figuring $10./ box of 25 shells and $4.per 25 

clays- paid to course owner).   The DryFire Target simulator will not 

only allow the students more practice opportunities regardless of 

weather or availability of a place to practice, but will also save money 

by not using ammo or clay targets.  The technology with this system is 

known to improve accuracy  and handling skills which will lead to 

higher scores at contests.  New Project Up to 60.  No.

DryFire Target Simulator system:  As 

mentioned above, we now have a sport 

shooting program which teaches students gun 

safety and shotgun skills shooting skeet and 

trap.  This system is set up as a simulator for 

shooting clay targets which will solve some 

issues we have had such as the cost of each 

live practice, availability of practice facility and 

will allow us to practice in any weather 

because we're indoors.   This system can be 

added to as we can afford which will let us use 

the system for multiple participants at a time.  

This will be really handy for efficiency of time.  $2,610.00

10/19/2021 17:14:38 10/19/2021 Stephane Hampton Elementary Kindergarten

These items will encourage students to build their critical thinking, 

problem solving abilities as well as their teamwork and social skills. 

Some of the items will also allow students to enhance fine motor skills. New Project 22

Not to my knowledge.

alphabet dice, tweezers 2 sets, rainbow 

toyfrog gears, mental blox, hand2mind reading 

rods,kids learning lock w/key set, Huaker kid 

building STEM, Maetot fort building kit for kids 

STEM, dry erase dots, magnetic ten frames. $305.84

10/19/2021 17:28:30 10/19/2021 Stephane Hampton Elementary kindergarten

This will provide a space to store STEM activities in the classroom. 

This will allow students easy access and independence. New Project all students

Mrs. Rodriguez has a 

similar cart and 

absolutely loves it in her 

classroom.    

kids can even use it as an engineering activity 

center! The rolling cart features a giant 1" grid 

and rulers on top for building and measuring, 

plus a magnetic write & wipe board on each 

side where kids can experiment with magnets, 

plan their designs and more. We’ve even 

included three roomy cubbies and two wide, 

spacious shelves on the bottom for storing and 

organizing tons of STEM materials. $748.25

10/19/2021 19:40:03 10/19/2021 Amber Daniel Elementary Pre-K

The project will help benefit my students and enhance their education 

by giving them manipulatives/centers for them to use. New Project 21

Yes, the other teacher 

only has one magnetic 

puzzle. They do not have 

enough of the other 

items for my class to use 

or they do not have the 

items.

Magnetic wooden dress up set/sets, magnetic 

tiles building blocks, hand puppets bundle, 

geoboard set, Mr. Potato Head pack, basket of 

babies plush doll set, mini paper hole punch 

set, $263.23

10/19/2021 21:29:29 10/19/2021 Jamie Means High School American Government/World Geography

It would enhance the students understanding of our Constitution and 

government New Project at least 27 this year no

Constitution Alive! DVD set with Workbook, 

Set of Historical Documents replicas & Posters $109.99



$7,461.56


